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ReviewRight Protect™: Data Breach Discovery,
PII, PHI and Disclosure Review Services
Detect. Identify. Review. Notify.
ReviewRight Protect is a combination of advanced data detection technologies and processes,
extensive legal and regulatory compliance expertise, and proven notification and reporting
procedures that harness the power of the world’s leading legal discovery and review services
and orients them directly on the detection, identification, review, and notification of sensitive
data-related breaches and disclosures. Core uses of ReviewRight Protect include:
•
•
•
•

Sensitive Data Audits and Investigations
Post-Data Breach Data and Document Review
Legal, Regulatory, and Policy-Driven Customer and Entity Notifications
Proactive and Reactive Sensitive Data Planning and Remediation

The core elements of HaystackID’s ReviewRight Protect approach is to consider the challenges
and risks of data breaches and inadvertent disclosures include:
•
•
•
•

Detection of Sensitive Data Presence and Scope
Identification of Breach or Disclosure Impact and Options
Review of Identified Sensitive Data and Documents
Notification of Individuals and Entities of Breach or Disclosure
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How Much and How Bad
Detection of Sensitive Data Presence and Scope
• AI-Assisted Multi-Engine Entity Detection and Extraction
• Extensive Catalog and Customizable Sensitive Data Type Outputs
• Determination of Sensitive Type, Count, and Density
Putting a Face on the Data
Identification of Breach or Disclosure Impact and Options
• Customizable Impact Assessment Reporting
• Data Disposition (Knowns and Unknowns)
• Recommend Approaches (Reactive Responses and Proactive Planning)
Details, Clarity, and Decisions
Review of Identified Sensitive Data and Documents
• Appropriate and Available Expert Reviewers
• Extensive Quality Assurance (QA) and Quality Control (QC) Processes
• Complete Individual and Entity Exposure Reporting
You Have to Let Them Know
Notification of Individuals and Entities of Breach or Disclosure
• Secure Notification of Appropriate Individuals and Entities
• Encrypted Transfer and Storage of Compromised Data
• Tracking and Reporting of Notification Communications
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Data Science Expertise to Support Time-Critical Analysis
HaystackID’s team of data science authorities has the expertise and experience to support the
challenging and complex tasks associated with the detection and identification of sensitive
data. Key team skill sets organized around the data science disciplines of analysis and building
include conceptual and practical experience with:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Algorithms and Models
Analytics
Coding
Databases
Frameworks and Libraries
Knowledge of Key Business Domains

From data scientists to machine learning engineers and from data architects to application
engineers, our team provides insight and intelligence to drive data-driven decisions to detect
and identify sensitive data.
Targeted Cybersecurity Support for Law Firms and their Corporate Clients
Augmenting, complementing, and enhancing traditional cybersecurity investigations and
evaluations, ReviewRight Protect’s comprehensive data breach discovery capability coupled
with targeted personally identifiable information (PII), protected health information (PHI),
and disclosure review services make it the discovery service of choice for law firms and their
corporate clients seeking to determine exposure, mitigate risk, and ensure compliance with
security and data breach notification requirements.
A Powerful Combination
When used in combination with ReviewRight Virtual® and ReviewRight Match®, ReviewRight
Protect™ allows for the mobilization of the best qualified and immediately available reviewers
for time-sensitive post-data breach reviews and inadvertent document disclosures while
providing a secure remote review and communications infrastructure for required sensitive
data reviews and notifications.
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About ReviewRight®
ReviewRight is a specialized set of document review services from HaystackID designed to
help law firms and legal departments quickly and accurately learn from their data to make
the right decisions for positive and quality investigation and litigation outcomes. These
specialized services address essential eDiscovery needs for complex, data-intensive reviews.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ReviewRight Virtual® (Secure Remote Review)
ReviewRight Match® (Reviewer Qualification and Sourcing)
ReviewRight Protect™ (Sensitive Data Discovery and Review)
ReviewRight Translate® (Foreign Language Review)
ReviewRight Manage® (Managed Review)
ReviewRight Host® (Review Hosting)
ReviewRight Automate® (Technology-Enhanced Review)

Within this offering portfolio, HaystackID’s sensitive data discovery, post-data breach review,
and incident response notification capability is enabled by ReviewRight Protect.
Powerful enough to be used individually and unmatched in capability when integrated,
HaystackID’s ReviewRight services are the first choice and best choice for document review
services by the world’s top corporations and leading law firms.

Learn More. Today.
Contact us today to learn more about ReviewRight Protect and why ReviewRight is the first choice
and best choice for document review services.

About HaystackID
HaystackID is a specialized eDiscovery services firm that helps corporations and law firms find,
understand, and learn from data when facing complex, data-intensive investigations and litigation.
HaystackID mobilizes industry-leading computer forensics, eDiscovery, and attorney document
review experts to serve more than 500 of the world’s leading corporations and law firms from North
America and Europe. Serving nearly half of the Fortune 100, HaystackID is an alternative legal services
provider that combines expertise and technical excellence with a culture of white glove customer
service. For more information about its suite of services, go to HaystackID.com.
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